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Samsung Freestyle Projector Review 

 

The Samsung 30" - 100" Freestyle FHD HDR Smart Portable Projector is the perfect way to 

bring the big screen experience right into your own home. With its premium 360 sound, this 

https://trendyprojectors.com/samsung-freestyle-projector-review-fhd-hdr-smart-portable-projector-alexa/


projector is sure to give you the best audio experience while watching your favorite movies and 

TV shows. The projector also features Alexa built-in so you can easily access your favorite 

streaming services and content. The projector is designed to be portable and can be used both 

indoors and outdoors, giving you the freedom to enjoy the big screen experience anywhere. 

With its high definition resolution and HDR technology, the Freestyle projector provides crisp, 

clear visuals that will make any movie or show look amazing. 

Anker NEBULA Capsule II Review 

 



The Anker NEBULA Capsule II Smart Portable Projector is a powerful and compact projector 

that allows you to bring your favorite movies and shows to life. It features a 200 ANSI Lumen 

720p HD mini projector with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, Android TV 9.0, 8W speaker, 100” image, and 

more than 5000 apps. The projector is capable of projecting images up to 100 inches, making it 

perfect for home theater systems. The Android TV 9.0 platform allows users to access their 

favorite streaming services, while built-in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity make it easy to 

connect to other devices. The 8W speaker provides a rich, immersive audio experience. With its 

compact design, the Anker NEBULA Capsule II Smart Portable Projector is the perfect addition 

to any home theater setup. 

ViewSonic M2 Review 

 

The ViewSonic M2 1080p Portable Projector is the perfect projector for a variety of settings, 

including office or home presentations, gaming, and movie nights. It features an impressive 

1200 LED Lumens of brightness and H/V Keystone, allowing for a clear, crisp image no matter 

what angle you’re looking from. The auto focus feature ensures your picture is always sharp and 

clear, and the integrated Harman Kardon Bluetooth speakers provide superior sound quality. 

The projector also has HDMI, USB C, and 12GB of storage for all your needs, and the ability to 

stream Netflix with a dongle. This projector is the perfect choice for any situation. 

 

LG PF50KA Projector – CineBeam Portable 

Projector 
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The LG PF50KA 100" Portable Full HD LED Smart TV Home Theater CineBeam Projector is the 

perfect way to turn any room into a theater. This projector features a stunning 1920 x 1080 HD 

resolution, built-in Smart TV features, and a 2.5-hour battery life. With its built-in battery, you 

can bring the theater experience anywhere you go. It also features wireless screen sharing, 

allowing you to stream content from your smartphone or tablet directly to the projector. Plus, the 

LG PF50KA offers easy setup, with a one-stop connection to your devices. This projector is 

perfect for watching movies, playing games, or hosting presentations. With its sleek white 

design, the LG PF50KA is sure to be a great addition to any home theater setup. 

 

Epson Home Cinema 880 

 

https://trendyprojectors.com/lg-pf50ka-projector-cinebeam-portable-projector-led-smart-tv-home-theater/


The Epson Home Cinema 880 3-chip 3LCD 1080p Projector is a high-performance projector 

designed to provide an immersive home theater experience. It offers a 3300 lumens Color and 

White Brightness, allowing for crystal clear images even in brightly lit environments. This 

projector also supports streaming and home theater and comes with a built-in speaker. It 

features a 16,000:1 Contrast ratio and a HDMI 2.0 port for easy connection to devices. The 

projector also has an Auto Picture Skew feature, which helps to ensure that images are 

correctly aligned and projected correctly. The Epson Home Cinema 880 is a powerful and 

reliable projector for enjoying a top-notch home theater experience. 

 

ViewSonic PA503W Review 

 

The ViewSonic PA503W White 3800 Lumens WXGA High Brightness Projector is the perfect 

choice for home and office use. With its ultra-bright 3800 lumens, this projector is perfect for 

large and small rooms, delivering a bright, clear picture with vivid color for a truly immersive 

experience. The projector also features a 1.1x zoom, vertical keystone correction, and a variety 

of connection options, including HDMI, allowing you to connect your laptop, gaming console, or 

other device with ease. Additionally, the PA503W is 3D Blu-ray ready, allowing you to enjoy an 

even more immersive experience with compatible content. Finally, the projector's eco-mode 

helps to conserve energy while displaying impressive visuals. 

WEMAX Go Advanced Review 
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The WEMAX Go Advanced Portable Smart Laser Projector is a powerful and versatile 1080p 

mini projector with 4K support. It streams Netflix and other streaming services, has a built-in 

battery, and features auto keystone correction. The projector is Bluetooth 5.0 compatible and is 

perfect for mobile business meetings and outdoor night movies. It's lightweight and easy to set 

up, and its advanced laser technology provides stunning visuals with deep blacks and vivid 

colors. With the WEMAX Go Advanced Portable Smart Laser Projector, the possibilities are 

endless. 

AZEUS Projector Review 



 

The AZEUS RD-822 Mini Projector is the perfect choice for any movie night or presentation. 

With a 7600 lux brightness and 1080P resolution, it delivers a crystal clear image up to 200 

inches in size. It is compatible with all HDMI, PS4, VGA, AV, USB, Laptop, Phone, and TV Box 

devices. This projector also features low-noise cooling, an upgraded cooling system, and an 

SRS sound system for an outstanding viewing experience. The 2021 upgrade model of the 

AZEUS RD-822 Mini Projector is the ideal choice for both home and office use. 

Nasin Projector Review 
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The Nasin Video Projector is the perfect mini projector for your home theater needs. This 

projector is capable of displaying 1080P images and videos with high clarity and contrast, 

making it ideal for watching movies or gaming. It is also portable, making it easy to move around 

and take with you wherever you go. The projector has multiple connection options, including 

HDMI and USB, and is compatible with TV sticks, iOS and Android phones, and laptops. The 

projector also features built-in speakers and adjustable focus, allowing you to customize your 

viewing experience. With its powerful performance, the Nasin Video Projector is the perfect 

choice for all your home theater needs. 
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